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REPS Blog Guidelines 

  

Mission 

To provide an opportunity for early professionals and students to share their ideas and 

experiences as well as a venue for informal professional publications, which will foster 

community and participation among students and early professionals, REPS members, and 

others interested in the topics covered by the blog. 

 

Guidelines for Blog Post Submissions  

 

General 

 Word limit: for each post, the REPS web and social media team will provide 

bloggers with the determined word limit. 

 Language and content: professional demeanor in writing is expected and 

required. Content should: use proper spelling and grammar, address meaningful 

and interesting topics relevant to REPS members, and provide a unique and 

original perspective. Content should not: include personal or institution-specific 

negative remarks, address non-professional or irrelevant topics, or duplicate 

content being created for other archival publications.  

  

Link Policies 

 REPS reserves the right to add internal links to posts when warranted. 

 REPS reserves the right to remove links within posts. 

 Bloggers may request that their byline be linked to a professional profile or to 

other Web content such as Twitter handles, Linkedin profiles, and web portfolios. 

REPS reserves the right to remove any byline link deemed inappropriate.  
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Images within Posts 

 Images must be properly credited. 

 Images should be appropriate for the post topic and professional in nature. 

 REPS reserves the right to resize images. 

  

Republishing Policies 

 REPS will accept only original posts. 

 The full content of posts cannot be republished, but REPS blog posts may be 

linked to and referenced freely. 

  

Editing Policies 

 REPS reserves the right to edit for word count, spelling, grammar, and formatting 

as the web and social media committee sees fit. Significant changes to content or 

changes that impact meaning will be given to the blogger for approval before 

posting, at which point the blogger may choose not to post. 

 Certain blog series will have specific formatting and guidelines which will be 

shared with bloggers. REPS will reformat posts accordingly. 

  

Publishing Decisions 

 Posts will not be published due to: 

- Inappropriate or offensive content 

- Failure to follow guidelines 

- Failure to address the subject assigned 

- Failure to meet deadlines  
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